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INTRODUCTION

It comes as no surprise that one of the
biggest M&A deals in 2017 was a media
deal. As the year ended with Disney
making Rupert Murdoch a US$66 billion
offer he couldn’t refuse, it capped a
stellar year for a vibrant media sector.
As global M&A across all sectors dipped
by 1% by deal volume, media M&A
activity in 2017 actually increased by
4% over 2016.
As economic growth and relative political
stability persisted, global media deal flow
grew stronger as the year progressed. The
second half of 2017 saw a 12% increase in
activity as compared to H1. The US retained
its position as the dominant region in the
sector, but Asia Pacific increased its market
share of deals by 5% on a target basis, while
the UK accounted for 12% of deals in its own
right, up from 8% in 2016.
It has become a cliché as to the extent that
technology is revolutionising all sectors.
However it is arguably having no more
exciting an impact than for the media
sector. The rate of change that these two
bedfellows are producing is phenomenal.
Exciting new developments across Augmented
Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), Artificial

Intelligence (AI) and machine learning, once
the stuff of science fiction, are now poised
to revolutionise content and end-user
engagement with brands. The prospects for
content, AdTech, MarTech and beyond are
electrifying.
Where the technology allows brands to
have more targeted and more intelligent
conversations with their customers, the deal
flow will follow. Equally, the ecommerce
boom is continuing to create a fast pace
of change that is also driving deal activity.
The race is on for brands to leverage data,
creativity and technology to offer consumers
a genuine experience. That genuineness will
be about balancing a degree of humanity with
the algorithms.
Yet while the cutting edge of the media
sector remains exhilarating, it needs to be
interpreted in context of the unique set
of challenges that it raises, as well as the
continuing presence and value of classic
media. AI for example is high on company
agendas, but its application and unique
challenges are little understood. As a new
market of younger children comes online,
regulatory issues arise as to information
collection.

ANDY VINER
Global Head of Media &
Entertainment at BDO
The sector has also been subject to its fair
share of scandals, from fake news, ad fraud
and rogue content, to the notorious situation
that, amongst other things, reportedly led to
The Weinstein Company being on the block.
However, what has been inspirational for the
sector this year has been hard to overlook.
The activity of Asia, particularly China and
Japan, is generating some exciting deal
scenarios. India, which we will take a closer
look at in this issue, is continuing to attract
global interest. The UK has continued to
perform well and its music industry has seen
a record breaking year powered in part by the
streaming industry.
The road ahead is exciting. I hope that you
enjoy this edition.
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TRENDS AND ANALYSIS
GLOBAL TRENDS

FIGURE 1: GLOBAL MEDIA M&A DEALS BY TOP TARGET REGION IN 2017 (ACQUIREE)
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Eastern Europe 2%
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The US, Asia Pacific and Western Europe
remained the top target regions for media
acquisitions in 2017. However Asia Pacific
made up ground on the US this
year and the UK grew its
deal share by 4%.
United States 29%

United Kingdom 12%

Western Europe 18%

Asia Pacific 26%

Global media M&A deal flow held
up well in 2017. The number of deals
announced in H2 2017 outpaced the
first half of the year by 12%. 2017
also edged past 2016, with 4% more
media deals announced in the year.
The combined value of media deals in
2017 was significantly impacted by two
key situations. The first was the widely
publicised agreement of The Walt Disney
Company to acquire 21st-Century Fox
for US$66.1 billion. The second was the
courting of Charter Communications by
a number of interested suitors. Verizon,
Altice and SoftBank were all mooted as
having thrown their hats into the ring to
acquire the cable TV giant. However, as
Charter poured cold water on the spark of
the idea of a deal, the prospective value
of any transaction (potentially as much as
over US$100 billion) evaporated from the
combined value of media deals announced
in the year.
The US remained the most attractive target
region for media acquisitions in 2017.
However, the percentage of global deals
targeting the US dropped from 35% in
2016 to 29% in the year. With global media
deal flow up this year, the balance had
been absorbed by fast growing regions such
as Asia Pacific, which increased its share
of global deals on a target basis from 21%
in 2016 to 26% in 2017. China and Japan
led the way, as South Korea also put in an
impressive performance.
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LEVEL
1 top region, it
While
the US remains
the
poses the question as to how much longer
Body text
it will retain this crown?
Western Europe accounted for 18% of
global deals on a target basis, up by 1%
from 2016. Germany and France were the
most popular target regions in Western
Europe, with a strong showing from Italy
this year. However, the UK was again
punching well above its weight, accounting
for 12% of global deals in its own right, up
from 8% in 2016. The impressive result is
indicative of the innovation and diversity of
UK media businesses in a region where the
sector has achieved a rich maturity that is
much sought after.
In terms of the buy-side of global media
deals, the US market continued to exhibit
the largest appetite for acquisitions in the
sector. However, while accounting for 35%
of all media acquisitions in the year, the
region was 2% down from the 37% seen
in 2016. By contrast, Asia Pacific increased
its share of acquisitions from 22% in 2016
to 24% in 2017. Acquisitions by companies
based in Western Europe increased by 1%
in 2017, as compared to a 2% increase
for the UK. Meanwhile, Canada, a region
spotlighted in the last edition of MEDIAtalk,
increased its share of global acquisition
activity in the sector from 3% in 2016 to
6% in 2017.
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FIGURE 2: GLOBAL MEDIA M&A DEALS BY TOP ACQUIROR REGION IN 2017

Australasia 1%
Eastern Europe 2%
India 2%
Canada 6%

United Kingdom 12%

The US continued to dominate media
acquisitions in 2017, but its market share
declined by 2% as compared to 2016.
Meanwhile Asia Pacific, Western
Europe, Canada and the
UK all increased their
appetite for acquiring
media businesses
in 2017.
United States 35%

Western Europe 18%

Asia Pacific 24%
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TRENDS AND ANALYSIS
GLOBAL TRENDS

INDIA ON THE UP
By the end of 2017, Dentsu and WPP led the
large agencies in terms of acquisitions. Both
bagged a double-digit number of targets
across all sectors and snapped up several
advertising businesses across the globe.
Unsurprisingly, taken together, the five
largest global agencies acquired most of their
media targets in the US in 2017. What may
be somewhat more surprising is that their
second most targeted region for acquiring
media-related businesses was India, a region
that we spotlight in this edition of MEDIAtalk.

In a year in which the big five agencies also
targeted regions across Europe and South
America, their acquisition rate of media
businesses slowed by 22% as compared to
2016. In fact, the volume of acquisitions of
media companies by the big five agencies
appears to have been declining successively
over the last three years. Comparing 2017
with 2014, the big five made 55% less media
acquisitions across the globe in the last year.
While relatively new markets such as India or
South America remain attractive for further
aggressive expansion, there appears to have
been a slowdown in the overall pace of
acquisitions for large agencies in recent years.
Minority and strategic stake acquisitions also
appeared to have declined in the last four
years.

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIA PAGE 16

This slowdown coincides with ongoing
speculation that a large consultancy or tech
giant may acquire a big global ad agency in
the near future. However, recent press citing
the opinions of executives at a company like
Accenture have suggested that for the time
being it is content to pursue its piecemeal
acquisition strategy in the sector. Certainly
that strategy continued to be evident in 2017.
For example, in the second half of the year,
Accenture acquired Irish creative ad agency,
Rothco, for an undisclosed value. In the US
Accenture also snapped up marketing agency,
Wire Stone, from private equity outfits, PPM
America Capital Partners and Plantagenet
Capital.
Private equity players were also making
significant media acquisitions on the world
stage in 2017. For example, Bain Capital made
an offer to acquire an 87.53% stake in AsatsuDK, the third largest ad agency in Japan. The
sale came after WPP, Asatsu-DK’s largest
shareholder agreed to sell its shares. The deal
valued the entire share capital of the company
at approximately US$1.35 billion and the new
owners reportedly plan to delist the company
by March.
Having parted ways with WPP after 20 years
of partnership, Asatsu-DK is looking to its new
investor to support a significant acquisition
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programme beyond Japan and across Asia.
Press reports have suggested that Bain may
be willing to provide a war chest of up to
US$900 million to help the company pursue
its growth strategy and seriously compete
with players like Dentsu and Hakuhodo DY
Holdings. The M&A campaign is planned
to last about three years, after which
reports suggest that Bain will look to exit its
investment via a re-listing.
Several big ticket private equity-backed
deals have targeted US companies in 2017.
A consortium consisting of Silver Lake,
GIC Private and Canadian Pension Plan
Investment Board picked up a 20% stake
in IMG Worldwide (WME | IMG) over the
summer. The investors paid a consideration
of approximately US$1 billion for the stake in
a deal that valued the company at US$6.30
billion. The New York headquartered company
includes events management, licensing,
media production and distribution amongst
its many activities. Silver Lake had previously
acquired a 31% stake in WME in 2012.
As the amount of dry powder (capital raised
but not yet invested) edges closer to the US$1
trillion mark, investors are under pressure
to put that money to work. As a result, the
number of leveraged buyouts targeting North
American and European media businesses

increased by 10% in 2017, as compared to
the previous year. With the increase in deal
activity, other sizable private equity-backed
acquisitions of US media businesses were also
evident in 2017. These included the acquisition
of data, analytics and marketing service
provider, infoGROUP, by Court Square Capital
Partners for a consideration of US$600
million. The deal was a secondary buyout
from CCMP Capital Advisors who acquired the
company back in 2010 for US$463.22 million.
MILLENIAL- FOCUSED MEDIA
Over the summer, TPG Capital also acquired
an undisclosed stake in Vice Media for
US$450 million in a deal that valued Vice at
US$5.7 billion. The millennial-focused digital
media company plans to expand overseas and
develop scripted programming and streaming
video.
TPG is also an investor in Spotify, the
world’s largest music streaming service.
The Stockholm -based music streamer has
filed to go public on the New York Stock
Exchange. The prospective float is notable in
part because Spotify has opted for a “direct
listing” or “listing by introduction”, rather
than offering shares to new investors like a
“normal” IPO. The approach is somewhat
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unique and usually adopted by the financial
services and REIT sectors. The Financial Times
has reported that the Spotify IPO could
give the company a potential valuation of
as much as US$20 billion, an incredible feat
considering its founding just eleven years ago.
More than 140 million customers use the
streaming service, with over 70 million paying
subscribers – significantly more than Apple
Music’s 30 million subscriptions.
In December Spotify jointly announced
with Tencent Holdings and its subsidiary
Tencent Music Entertainment Group (TME)
that the companies had agreed to acquire
minority stakes in each other. Tencent, an
operator of popular social platforms in China,
owns a majority stake in TME, which is the
largest online music company in China. The
transactions mean that Tencent and TME will
hold minority stakes in Spotify and Spotify
will hold a minority stake in TME. Tencent
Music is itself reportedly seeking a US$10
billion float this year. As an authorized digital
music services company, TME may provide
a degree of access to the Chinese market
for Spotify, which has not yet made inroads
there. Teaming up with Spotify could also help
TME to improve its conversion rates from its
hundreds of millions of customers.
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TRENDS AND ANALYSIS
UK MEDIA SECTOR

In the last edition of MEDIAtalk we
predicted “a further dip in the number
and value of deals in 2017” in the UK. In
terms of value, 2016 was skewed north
by the 21st-Century Fox agreement to
acquire Sky.
The drama of that deal rumbles on,
complicated by Disney’s swoop on 21stCentury Fox. A major prize for Disney will be
a stake in Sky itself, because of its traditional
satellite programmes and the Now TV
internet streaming service.
However, 2017 did not attract a similar size of
deal in the UK. Yet while the number of media
deals targeting the UK was down on 2016,
the UK did increase its global share. Also, the
second half of the year saw a 22% increase
in UK deals as compared to H1. While the
political and economic climate has continued
to be a factor in pursuing deals this year, 2017
ended with a flurry of media deals.
In 2017 47% of acquisitions of UK targets
were cross-border. As the year got underway,
a consortium led by Ou Yaping, the Chinese
businessman, acquired Outfit7 Investments.
The UK company is engaged in media
advertising and software application
development. It developed the Talking Tom

Cat app, in which the cat repeats whatever
is spoken into the microphone of an iPhone
in a high pitched voice. In case it sounds
gimmicky, the cat also relieves itself into a
toilet. Despite several false starts in finding
a popular app, this was apparently what the
world was waiting for. The cat went viral and
topped the billing on the App Store in over
100 countries. The company used the vehicle
to make over US$100 million a year in ad
revenue. Perhaps the potty-trained cat is not
so potty after all?
When the founders of Outfit7 decided to
cash out, their Chinese buyer was willing
to pay the US$1 billion asking price. In late
summer a 56% stake in the company was
sold on for US$637 million to Zhejiang Jinke
Culture Industry, a China-based fine chemicals
company. In terms of radical segues into

media from non-media buyers, the deal is not
alone. China is an incredibly active source for
tech-enabled media acquisitions on the world
stage. According to Bloomberg, tech and
media acquisitions have been made across the
globe by real estate magnates, construction
material manufacturers, pipe manufacturers
and poultry processors all originating from
China. There is method in the approach as the
high domestic valuations of listed Chinese
companies allows them to pay seemingly
over-the-odds prices on the world stage. The
incorporation of an exciting tech or media
company is also good for buoying up the
stock value of an otherwise fairly sedentary
industrial company. The lesson for the owners
of media businesses with plans to sell is the
need to go beyond the obvious in terms of
potential acquirers.
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FIGURE 3: UK M&A VOLUMES AND VALUES (MEDIA SECTOR 2004 – 2017)
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While 2017 UK media deals lacked a mega deal to boost the overall value, H2 saw
deal numbers accelerate to 22% above H1 activity levels.
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TRENDS AND ANALYSIS
UK MEDIA SECTOR

US companies were the most prolific buyers
of UK media businesses in 2017. For example,
in October, Cognizant Technology Solutions
announced an agreement to acquire Zone, a
digital agency. The rationale for the deal was
to combine Zone’s application development,
user experience and content strategy
capabilities with Cognizant’s digital interactive
abilities in experience design, human sciencedriven insights, and analytics. Cognizant is
looking to use the deal to expand its capacity
for delivering digital interactive solutions to a
broader base of decision-makers throughout
the UK and Europe.
Publishing also attracted its fair share of
interest from US buyers looking for new
content. In the summer, Netflix acquired
Millarworld, the UK comic book publishing
house. The deal was a first for Netflix and will
allow the company to introduce Millarworld’s
portfolio of character franchises to Netflix
members globally. Millarworld was founded
by Mark Millar, creator of such well-known
characters and stories as Kick-Ass, Kingsman,
and Old Man Logan. The rationale for
acquiring the creative content is of course
entirely commercially grounded. Millar has
proven to be a consistent hit maker in the
graphic novel and comics world. In his time
at Marvel, he developed the comic books

and story arcs that inspired the first Avengers
movie, Captain America: Civil War, and Logan
(Wolverine). Collectively those movies
grossed over US$3 billion in the global box
office.
UK media companies were also snapped up
by international buyers from other parts of
the world looking to access new content and
new markets. For example, in July, Mr. Sultan
Mohamed Abuljadayel, a Saudi Arabia-based
private investor, acquired a 30% stake in
Independent Digital News and Media. In
August, BlueFocus Communications Group
of China agreed to acquire the remaining
17.16% stake in We Are Very Social, the

social media agency, for approximately £8
million. Interestingly, less than a month later,
BlueFocus announced an agreement with
Cogint of the US to combine their respective
businesses in a joint venture. Cogint and
BlueFocus will hold 37% and 63% stakes
respectively in the JV, with the expectation
that the new company will aim to list on the
Nasdaq Stock Exchange.
In advertising, Iris Nation Worldwide, a UK
subsidiary of Cheil Worldwide, the listed
South Korea-based marketing and advertising
services company, acquired atom42. The
digital marketing agency has clients such
as Match.com, Three, Drinkaware and

IN 2017 47% OF ACQUISITIONS OF UK
TARGETS WERE CROSS-BORDER, WITH
ACQUIRORS FROM THE US, FRANCE,
CHINA, GERMANY AND CANADA ALL
MAKING MULTIPLE ACQUISITIONS.
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Solarplicity, which is also an existing Iris client.
The deal comes at a time when ecommerce
growth in the UK is regularly running at
+20% on a weekly like-for-like basis. As the
online race hots up, the combined group is
looking to provide clients with the speed and
agility demanded by the pace of change and
increasing competition.
On the UK domestic M&A front, Octopus
Publishing Group wrapped its tentacles
around book publisher Summersdale
Publishers in November. WPP acquired
Design Bridge, the brand design agency,
for an undisclosed consideration. Finally, in
November, Be Heard Group, the acquisitive
UK-based digital marketing company
purchased creative agency, The Corner
Communications (London), in its fifth
acquisition.
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THE SECOND HALF OF 2017 SAW
A 22% INCREASE IN UK MEDIA
DEALS AS COMPARED TO THE FIRST
HALF OF THE YEAR.
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TRENDS AND ANALYSIS
PRIVATE EQUITY

The number of leveraged buyouts of
UK media companies matched the level
seen in 2016, while the combined value
of deals declined.
The degree of pressure that private equity
firms are under to return money to their
limited partners, and to invest dry powder, is
highlighted by the high number of secondary
buyouts evident in the market. In 2017,
a staggering 67% of all private equitybacked acquisitions of UK media companies
constituted a secondary buyout. In the last
five years, 37% of all UK media company
buyouts have seen a private equity firm
passing a company over to another private
equity firm. Across all investment types in that
time period, 36% involved a private equity
house pursuing a buy-and-build strategy and
making bolt-on acquisitions, pursuing growth
through M&A.

Exits of UK media companies by private
equity houses increased by 13% in 2017.
The combined deal value of exits was also
up, increasing by 60% as compared to the
previous year. 69% of exits were still sales to
trade buyers.
Deal data and analytics publishers attracted
international investment in 2017. In
November, ION Investment Group of Ireland
picked up a minority stake in Dealogic
from Euromoney Institutional Investor. In
the summer, GIC Private, the Singaporebased sovereign wealth fund announced an
agreement to acquire a 30% stake in The
Mergermarket Group, which has subsequently
rebranded as Acuris. The deal reportedly
valued the company at £1 billion. Earlier in
the year, French information media services
provider, Infopro Digital, a portfolio company
of TowerBrook Capital Partners, acquired
the Insight Division of Incisive Media for a
consideration of £120 million.
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FIGURE 4: UK PRIVATE EQUITY DEAL VOLUMES AND VALUES (2004 – 2017)
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2017 saw leveraged buyout volumes match 2016 and an increase in the number and value of exits.
Secondary buyouts remained an important option for exit strategies, but trade buyers were also very active.
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TRENDS AND ANALYSIS
PRIVATE EQUITY

The interface of technology and media also
continued to be attractive to investors.
For example, at the earlier stage of the
investment spectrum, ECI acquired a minority
stake in Media iQ, a global analytics and
technology company. As AR, VR and AI begin
to palpably demonstrate how content and our
interaction with it seem certain to change,
so the investors are remaining ahead of the
curve. According to Digi-Capital, AR and VR
technologies raised more than US$3 billion
in venture funding in 2017. In September,
NorthEdge Capital invested in Cubic Motion,
a creator of advanced computer vision for
digital entertainment. The investment was
reported to be in the region of £20 million.
The company’s technology targets real-time
applications in social VR, gaming and film
production and its portfolio of titles includes
Call of Duty, Hellblade and Squadron 42 (Star
Citizen).
Investments targeting media designed for
the young certainly makes commercial sense.
A recent report from a leading consultancy
firm has suggested that over US$1 billion will
be allocated annually for online advertising
targeted at children aged under 13 by 2019,
a 50% rise over what was spent in 2016.
This plugged-in generation are surging onto
vertical platforms and creating a regulatory

EXITS OF UK MEDIA
COMPANIES
BY PRIVATE
EQUITY HOUSES
INCREASED BY
13% IN 2017.
headache as the collection of data on children
under the age of 13 by online advertisers
is prohibited. The headache is leading
to deal activity. In the summer, Mayfair
Equity Partners invested £20 million in
SuperAwesome, a technology company which
powers the kids’ digital media ecosystem and
powers compliant, kid-safe advertising, social
engagement and parental verification.
We certainly live in an age of more intimate
screens which suggests the need for more
intimate data collection. Phones carry the
most personalised data about us and we

primarily look at them on our own. The trend
would suggest that organisations need to
gather less “Big Data” and more intimate data
to target more effectively. The question will
inform part of the growth that the Financial
Times has cited as coming from ecommerce,
digital advertising and the cloud in 2018.
The FT noted that ecommerce now accounts
for about 14% of sales in the US and 9%
in Western Europe, a marketplace that is
still growing. As growth of that magnitude
continues to catch the eye of investors then
deal flow is likely to remain solid.
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MEDIA M&A
HOT SECTORS

Publishing, advertising and marketing
services remained dominant for UK
media transactions in 2017. However,
the combined share of digital media,
online video, music streaming and
online information were close behind
with a combined share of 17% of all
deals.
Music streaming is likely to see further deal
activity in the future off of a record-breaking
2017 for the UK music industry. A report
from the Entertainment Retailers Association
showed that Britons spent £7.2 billion on
entertainment last year, with digital services
accounting for 71% of that. Notably, this
growth rate is four times faster than that of
the rest of the UK economy. While the Ed
Sheerans of the world are driving that growth,
media has played a key role. Services such as
Spotify, Apple and Deezer all helped to drive
a 9.5% increase in 2017 according to the BPI,
the music industry trade body.

Music publishing deals were
also riding the wave in 2017.
In the summer, recorded
music and publishing
company, Concord Bicycle
Music, acquired Imagem
Music Group from ABP Pension
Fund and CTM Publishing of the
Netherlands. Imagem is made up of
three distinct business units, Rodgers &
Hammerstein, Imagem Music and Boosey
& Hawkes. Music publishing catalogues
are valued much like film is and are sold
at high multiples. The deal, which had an
undisclosed value, brings the combined
publishing catalogue of Concord to a
sizable 380,000 copyrighted works.
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MEDIA M&A
HOT SECTORS

FIGURE 5: UK MEDIA M&A TRANSACTIONS BY SUBSECTOR 2016

Public Relations 2%
Marketing Analytics 2%
Events Management 4%
Branding 4%
Online Information 5%

Despite traditional media still occupying
a significant percentage of the deal share
in 2016, an increase in the number of
digital media and advertising
deals was also evident.
Publishing 22%

Digital Media 11%

Advertising 17%

Broadcasting
and Content 16%
Marketing Services 17%

In 2017, broadcasting and content
accounted for 10% of all deals, a
decline from the 16% seen in 2016.
Despite the overall slowdown, several
deals were evident. For example, SDI
Media Group, a provider of dubbing,
subtitling, and media services,
acquired PPC Creative, a producer
of marketing collateral and content
for the global film industry, from
Smedvig Capital for an undisclosed
consideration.
In October, ITV was looking overseas for
new targets, snapping up a 51% stake in
Italian film production company, Cattleya.
The new ITV CEO, Carolyn McCall, will
have her work cut out in navigating the
rise of digital ad spend and the impact
of the booming streaming industry. The
former CEO of EasyJet built a reputation
for redefining customer expectations and
building customer loyalty, all of which
should prove useful on the road ahead.
McCall’s media credentials include a
former role as CEO of the Guardian Media
Group.
Events management deals comprised 3%
of all activity in 2017, down by 1% from
2016. In November, Parallel Media Group
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International agreed to acquire Brick
Live Group and Parallel Live Group, from
private investors. Following the deal, Brick
Live Group will start trading on London’s
Alternative Investment Market (AIM) and
the combined company will be renamed as
Live Company Group.
Events giant UBM announced that it had
shed its last major title, Building, and
completed its transition from a publisher
to an events business. The Daily Telegraph
reported that events now constituted
over 90% of UBM’s revenue. However,
press reports at the transition of the year
suggested that the company has made
several management redundancies.
Despite the threat of cutbacks, UBM
was still on the acquisition trail in 2017,
snapping up US-based company, THE
Aesthetic Show, from Medical Insight.
However, as we were going to press, news
emerged that Informa, the multinational
events and publishing company, was in
detailed talks to acquire UBM. If the deal
goes through, it would create a company
with a market value of more than £9
billion and would help the companies to
build scale and to diversify across multiple
geographies.
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FIGURE 6: UK MEDIA M&A TRANSACTIONS BY SUBSECTOR 2017

Branding 1%
Online information 1%
Entertainment Services 2%
Music Streaming 3%

Digital media continued to reflect its
relevance in 2017 while traditional media
still occupied the largest share of deals.

Online Video 3%
Printing 3%
Events Management 3%

Publishing 24%

Public relations 4%

Digital Media 10%

Broadcasting
and Content 10%

Advertising 23%

Marketing Services 13%
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INDIA

THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT
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SPOTLIGHT ON INDIA

We mentioned earlier that the
big five global agencies were
continuing to target India for media
acquisitions. The trend is sectorwide, with 20% more acquisitions
from North America and Europe
recorded in the last five years, as
compared to the five years prior to
that.
So what is it that is exciting investors and
trade buyers alike? First of all, it’s already
a big market - 183 million TV homes,
1.3 billion people, a middle class that
is rising, as well as multiple mega cities
and urban areas. In short it is a culture
that really enjoys consuming media.
Enticed by the huge volume of demand for
entertainment, many of the global media
giants have been present in the Indian
market for more than two decades.
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FIGURE 7: ACQUISITIONS OF INDIA-BASED MEDIA BUSINESSES 2008 - 2017
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INDIA

THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT

MARKETS WITHIN A MARKET
Then there are India’s diverse content
markets. The majority of India’s urban
consumption comes from non-metro cities
(so-called Tier 2 and Tier 3 towns) — regional
markets with distinct cultures, languages and
content preferences. These huge regional
markets provide global media companies with
a variety of opportunities to deliver localized
content. As such, several global film studios
and TV broadcasters have already entered
these markets and are producing regionallanguage content.
However, to succeed in this market, there are
several success factors that global companies
need to take into account. While there
are many opportunities to tap into, there
are also unique challenges in the areas of
content localization, distribution and pricing,
regulations and piracy.
SOLID GROWTH EXPECTED AMID
GLOBAL TURBULENCE
Despite the uncertain global economic
backdrop, the Indian economy has been
a distinctly bright spot. India’s domestic
consumption has remained strong,
accounting for around 70% of the gross of the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in FY 2017. In

FY 2018, GDP is expected to continue to grow
above 7% (Source: FICCI – Indian Media and
Entertainment industry report, 2017). Over
the longer term the Goods and Service tax
(GST), combined with a number of initiatives
taken by the Indian Government, and the
phenomenon of rapidly growing digitisation,
are likely to boost the growth of the media
sector further.
BUZZING M&A SCENE
At the same time as India hits the global
M&A radar, consolidation is also gaining

momentum across the value chain with large
players expanding their footprint and resulting
in an increase in overall deal values. According
to those on the ground, the sector is buzzing
with M&A activity, as large media houses
look to increase their reach and offer curated
content channels.
M&A deals in 2017 have ranged from US$24
million to US$120 million, which included the
acquisition of 9X Media and INX Music by Zee
Entertainment, SVG Media by Dentsu Aegis
Network and Zapr Media Labs by Hotstar, to
name a few.
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PRINT OR DIGITAL? - THE
DELIBERATION CONTINUES
Amidst the competition from digital media,
the Indian print industry remains uniquely
strong on the back of growing demand from
regional markets. According to an Audit
Bureau of Circulation (ABC) report (May
2017), India has bucked the global trend
of declining readership of print media. An
increase in literacy levels in the last two
decades, rising disposable income and the
perceived credibility of written words are
some of the key drivers of this trend.
However, burgeoning mobile internet and
smartphone penetration has given rise to an
alternative screen for media consumption
in India, which is still dominated by single
television households. The roll out of 4G by
major telecommunication companies and the
resultant price wars have led to a reduction in
data tariffs, which has given further impetus
to users to be online and interact on digital
platforms. Government and private initiatives
around public Wi-Fi, and greater emphasis
on broadband rollout by Multiple System
Operators (MSOs) are also likely to deepen
the scope of digital consumption. Mobile
advertising has emerged as the third largest
advertising medium in India after television
and print advertising.

CONTENT IS KEY
India is the largest producer of films in
the world. However, recent movie theatre
revenue figures along with satellite deals
across the country are disappointing. The
inconsistency of qualitative content is the
primary reason for the poor performance of
films. While demonetisation, an increasing
rate of piracy, closing of single screen theatres
and inadequate multiplexes in the country
are the cited reasons for poor performance
of the Indian film industry, ‘Dangal’, starring
Aamir Khan, proved how convincing stories
and organic content will always evoke the
passion of theatre watching irrespective of the
situation.
THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT
While strong economic fundamentals
continue to drive growth, the Indian media
sector is on the cusp of rapid transformation
with digital media taking centre stage across
all sub-sectors. As media organisations are
looking to build out digital strategies, the
economic and business models required
to succeed in the digital landscapes are
challenging and will need a significant shift in
mind-set and approach.
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The next five years will see digital
technologies increase their influence across
the sector, leading to a sea-change in
consumer behaviour across all segments. The
entertainment industry is projected to hit
a value of more than US$62.2 billion by FY
2025.
Whether it’s the multitude of digital media
or the traditional press and broadcast media,
audiences now have more choice than
ever before. However, it is integration and
adaptability that are rapidly becoming the
critical ingredients for success.

THE ENTERTAINMENT
INDUSTRY IN INDIA
IS PROJECTED TO HIT
A VALUE OF MORE
THAN US$62.2
BILLION BY FY 2025
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WHAT DOES 2018 HOLD?

Mickey Mouse, or rather Disney, has
been busy. As well as offering to acquire
21st-Century Fox, the company had
already bagged Luke Skywalker and co.
in the form of Lucasfilm in 2012. Despite
a degree of backlash from a section of
the fan community, Star Wars: The Last
Jedi debuted well at the end of 2017
with UK opening box office at US$37
million, the third largest opening ever in
the UK.
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The Star Wars dynamic of very futuristic
technology also incorporating a sense of “a
long time ago…” is an oddly fitting analogy
for the year ahead in the media sector.
While many see 2018 as the year in which
AI turns from talk to activity, others are
calling for the agencies to reinvigorate their
creative mojo. Offering customers human
experiences that stand in advance of the (at
times) clunky algorithms will be essential
for establishing winning brands. Respect for
the old creative crafts will be as important
as the genuinely astonishing opportunities
offered by the technology. That magic blend
will undoubtedly see companies and investors
scanning the globe for the best fit acquisition
opportunities to ensure they are future-proof.
Following the takeover of Fox, Disney will
own 60% in Hulu, a heel-grabber of Netflix,
in which Comcast also owns 30% and Time
Warner 10%. Disney’s stake is unlikely to be
enough for it to railroad Hulu onto a direct
competitive challenge to Netflix, but it has
made no secret of the fact that it is looking
to establish its own streaming service as a
platform for its Star Wars, Marvel and Pixar
content, as well as its newly acquired The
Simpsons content. When Disney pulls the plug
on its own content on Netflix, it will have a
high level of proven characters and franchises
with which to seriously compete.
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In the UK as in many regions, streaming
services are performing well, with The
Broadcasters’ Audience Research Board
(BARB) data for Q3 2017 identifying 1/3 of UK
TV households now paying for streaming with
more than half of 16-24 year olds with access
to Netflix. As Sky’s Now TV and Amazon make
further inroads into that market, competition
will continue to heat up in the year ahead.
Regulation and competition are only likely
to increase in 2018. The year ahead will see
growth in the data governance market and
further investment in cybersecurity. The
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
will also be enforceable later this year. As
China’s technology sector continues to
blossom, so its media sector will also continue
to flourish. Indicators suggest that the US may
have lost some ground in its transactional
dominance in 2017 to regions such as Asia
Pacific. While US dominance remains, China
is likely to continue its ambitious plans for
further innovation and investment.
As the big agencies see slowing revenue
growth, in part due to cuts at FMCG groups,
M&A may well start to trend in the direction
of sales. The large agencies face some pressing
conundrums, including what to do when some
of your clients, Google, Facebook or Amazon
for example, begin bypassing agencies. The
threat comes in a pincer movement that also

sees the large management consultancies
increasingly press their claim to revenue
streams, and programmatics offer tech driven
efficiencies on a smaller scale. At some point,
something will have to give, and M&A is likely
to be an important part of the equation.
When companies the size of Apple are
rumoured to be working in areas like AR, the
potential next phase in the evolution of tech
driven media is mindboggling. As Spotify
goes public amid a backdrop of booming
capital markets, the year is likely to get off
to a positive start. The potential is incredible
and there is a sense that 2018 will be the
year of the Big Bang for the technological
architecture to come into its own. Off the
back of that activity, providing the global
political and economic environment remains
relatively stable, the deals are sure to follow.
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